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ABSTRACT: A two level overhead contact line system and a train pantograph are used to supply the power to the electric 
railway vehicles in Norway. For this power supply to be reliable and uninterrupted, also for higher speed rail, there must be 
strict static and dynamic requirements for the contact line characteristics. Due to the Norwegian topography the national railway 
network is particularly characterized by numerous and sharp curves, often with a radius well below 1000 m. The dynamic 
behaviour in the overhead contact line section which includes sharp curves is expected to be different from similar, but straight 
sections. This study looks primary at dynamic implications in evaluation of the catenary system. Usually, it is assumed that for 
high speed railway overhead contact lines no significant dynamic response is present below 200 km/h due to the system design. 
However, these effects will for some existing systems designed for lower speed appear at much lower speeds. An existing partly 
curved section is investigated for train speeds of 90, 130 and 160 km/h. The section chosen has a curve with a radius as low as 
350 m. This is compared with a 1250 m radius curve on the same section and with a straight segment section. The pantograph-
contact line interaction is simulated by a 3D finite element model including the Norwegian catenary system Tabell 54 and a 
commonly used pantograph, WBL 88. The present investigation shows how optimizations for some segments of the section at 
hand will introduce non-optimal response in others. This may lead to an increased wear of the contact line and increased motion 
of the pantograph and possible loss of contact.  

KEY WORDS: Catenary system; FE-modelling; System identification; Transient dynamic response; Catenary-pantograph 
interaction; Contact wire; Numerical simulations. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
A challenging topology is a common feature for most relevant 
routes where high speed rail may be considered introduced in 
Norway. This may introduce high costs to actualize the goal 
of high speed rail, i.e. train velocities above 250 km/h. 
Nevertheless, there is an ever growing interest to explore an 
increase in speed on the already existing railway 
infrastructure. It is then very important to investigate possible 
limiting factors. This paper will focus on the dynamic 
behaviour of an existing Norwegian overhead contact line 
system, named Tabell 54, in sharp curves. The train power 
collector interacting with the contact line system is a 
commonly used pantograph, WBL 88 by Schunk Nordiska 
AB, used on the Signatur train (NSB Class 73, NSB - 
Norwegian State Railways). 

This paper explores the dynamic implications by sampling 
displacements from different points on a numeric model of the 
overhead contact wire system. All structural systems that may 
experience excessive vibrations due to changes in loading 
should be evaluated for their dynamic properties and 
corresponding response under new operational situations. For 
the electric railways and its current supply system it is 
necessary to include two separate dynamic systems; the train 
pantograph system and catenary contact wire system. Both 
systems have their own specific characteristic dynamic 
properties that must work well separately as well as together. 
Since this interactive system includes one dynamic system in 
motion and one stationary in space, data sampling or 
monitoring must be done separately. Of course it would be 

ideal and also possible to have an integrated system which 
simultaneously samples from the two. However, this is 
seldom practical due to the complexity of the control system 
and the diversity of operators within the railway industry.  

There are several publications that focus on the 
development of optimized pantograph, where analyses are 
performed on the pantograph’s design variables. These may 
cover the head mass, head stiffness etc. [1, 2, 3]. Other 
publications focus on the sampling of several different 
parameters measurable on a pantograph. For instance the 
contact forces on the carbon strips of the pan head may be 
evaluated at several connector points. Non-linear properties 
such as connector friction, aerodynamic forces, non-linear 
damping and stiffness, or the static and dynamic uplift force 
are others [4, 5, 6]. At the same time it seems that there are a 
lot less work published on the measurements made 
exclusively on the catenary system, see [7, 8, 9].  

Usually, it is assumed that for high speed railway overhead 
contact lines no significant dynamic response is present below 
200 km/h due to the system design. However, for some 
existing systems designed for lower speed these effects will 
appear at much lower speeds. Systems with several and sharp 
curves that originally were designed for train speeds around 
90 km/h is today operated at speeds already exceeding this, 
and the demand for higher speed is increasing. Dynamic 
simulations of such systems show significant dynamic 
response already at levels around 130 km/h. Forces in the 
overhead contact system in such tight curves will be different 
from those expected on similar, but straight segments. It is 
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Figure 17. Uplift at mid-point for straight section (upper) and 

radius of 350m with corresponding spectral density, for 90 
km/h. 

This response can be compared to the excessive vibrations 
of the straight section as the train speed is increased to 
130 km/h, Figure 18. The pre-passage vibration is here 
already significant and the post-passage is close to a standing 
resonant response. 

 
Figure 18. Uplift at mid-point for straight section with 

corresponding spectral density for 130 km/h. 

It is interesting to observe that the Soknedal section model 
with the initial radius of 1250m has a large response at 90 
km/h compared to both the straight section as well as the 
sharper curved segment of the same model; compare Figure 
17 with Figure 19. This is partially due to the influence of the 
sharp curved segment as well as the transition segment 
included in the model. These will influence the section 
configuration and thus the sections natural frequencies. In the 
spectral plot in Figure 19 it can be seen that already at 90 
km/h this response has a considerable resonant contribution 
while the two previous shown in the spectral plots of Figure 
17 are dominated by a broad banded frequency response. 

 
Figure 19. Uplift at mid-point for R=1250m segment with 

corresponding spectral density for 90 km/h. 

An important property is the uplift at the pole support. This 
uplift must be under a certain design value, which for this 

section should be below 50mm. In Figure 20 the three uplift 
plots for straight, R=1250m and R=350m, all at 160 km/h, are 
compared. It is seen that all three is under the limit value and 
thus initially ok. However, considering the post-passage it can 
also be seen a substantial resonant response which may be 
troublesome.   

 
Figure 20. Uplift at pole support for the three segments; from 
left to right straight, R=1250m and R=350m, all for 160 km/h. 

Finally, it is of interest to analyse the dynamic response of 
the segment which dynamically shows the best behaviour, 
R=350m. This segment can allow a train speed of 130 km/h as 
neighbouring contact line sections. Also the uplift for a train 
speed of 160 km/h is below acceptable limits whereas the 
dynamic response at mid-point is clearly resonant and also 
shows sign of beating in the post-passage response. Thus, it 
seems as the train speed of 160 km/h is close or over the limit 
for this section when considering the dynamic response at 
mid-span. At least if the train has more than one pantograph.   

 

 
Figure 21. The uplift at the mid-point for R=350m; train speed 

of 130km/h (upper) and train speed of 160km/h (lower). 

  

5 CONCLUSION 
The dynamic behaviour of the Norwegian catenary–
pantograph system, Tabell 54, has been examined 
numerically. The focus of the present investigation has been 
on the dynamic implication of higher speed on contact line 
sections with sharp curves. This is accomplished by three 
model segments with a radius of 1250m and 350m as well as a 
straight section.  

It is seen that the different radius will influence the optimal 
configuration differently. Therefore sections with varying 
geometry will not have optimal designed behaviour. This is 
shown by the dynamic response especially at the mid-point of 
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different pole spans. The uplift is for the allowed speed of 
today, 90 km/h, within acceptable levels for all three 
segments. For the velocity of the neighbouring segments, 130 
km/h, the straight section will show significant post-passage 
dynamic response, though within acceptable levels. However, 
the dynamic response of the contact line system is most likely 
above acceptable levels at mid-span for 160 km/h, especially 
for straight and the 1250m radius. The sharp curve has a 
dynamic response which is estimated to be close to the limit. 
All three segments have acceptable uplift response at the pole 
support; though the response of all three is resonant dominate 
as shown in the spectral density plots.  

The implications of the investigations is however difficult to 
conclude solely on the dynamic response of the contact line. 
As demonstrated in the present investigation the exaggerate 
tension forces will in the sharp curve initiate excessive 
vertical motion in the pantograph due to the complete section 
design. This is partly the reason for the initiated vibration of 
the short and stiff pole span in the sharp radius. Thus, the 
sharp curves will initiate vibrations even for a short span. 
Since the span is shorter and stiffer than desirable the 
complete section will become too short and the wear will be 
higher than for the straight section and the vertical motion 
may also render loss of contact. This will diminish the 
possible increase of the allowed train velocity.  
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